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Authorities are investigating whether manmade pollution, natural phenomena or a volcano-related
earthquake was behind the mass deaths. Anna Strelchenko / TASS

Authorities in Far East Russia believe the recent mass deaths of marine animals along the
Pacific coast could be the result of manmade pollution, natural phenomena or a volcano-
related earthquake. 

Kamchatka region governor Vladimir Solodov put forward the three theories after images
showing hundreds of dead marine animals washed up on the shore of Khalaktyrsky beach, a
popular tourist destination, went viral over the weekend. Local surfers and swimmers first
noticed a potential problem three weeks ago when they reported experiencing eye pain, sore
throats, vomiting and fever after going into the water.

Related article: Activists Fear ‘Ecological Catastrophe’ in Russia’s Far East Kamchatka

“Pollution associated with human activity, with the spill of toxic substances, is among the
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considered versions” of what caused the disaster, Solodov said Friday. 

“Scientists say this may also be due to a natural phenomena related to the behavior of algae
that washed up on the shore during a storm,” he added. “We’re also looking into a theory of
seismic activity linked to volcanoes.”

The governor said the authorities could not narrow down the leads until they receive
comprehensive water test results.

Greenpeace said tests of water samples from around Khalaktyrsky beach showed petroleum
levels four times higher than normal, and levels of the toxic organic compound phenol were
also 2.5 times higher. 
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На Камчатке произошла утечка нефтепродуктов, из-за чего погибли
тысячи морских жителей: моллюски, крабы, ежи, мидии-ценнейший
морской биоресурс.
Предстоит оценить масштабы экокатастрофы �

Также, получили ожоги роговицы глаз люди, которые отдыхали на пляже
неподалеку pic.twitter.com/laxJRVpBSh

— Dmitry78 (@Dmitry788) October 2, 2020

Regional health officials said nine people, including one child, who came into contact with the
water had sought medical assistance for chemical burns between Sept. 26-29 and over the
weekend. 

They complained of red and burning eyes as well as blurred vision and were discharged after
rinsing and administering antibacterial eye drops, the Kamchatka health administration’s
chief freelance ophthalmologist Irina Zablotskaya said.

Regional and federal authorities have launched probes into the event that activists call an
environmental disaster after it earned national media attention late last week.

Reports suggested a commercial oil tanker leak may have caused the contamination, but
environmentalists countered that it may have come from a secretive plant located nearby. 

The site of the deaths is also near one of the Russian Navy’s Pacific Fleet bases, which has
denied that its activities could have caused the disaster.
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